Send Your Art Into Space on a Planet Satellite!

Want to take part in the largest art exhibit in space? Planet is making it happen! We’ve launched over 300 Dove satellites into space – and each one has a side panel designed by a contributing artist, ranging from toddlers to world famous illustrators. Now you can become a space artist too!

The illustration below is a 1:1 template where you can start designing your creation. Your design will be laser etched onto the powder-coated surface of a Dove-series side panel that will eventually be launched into Low Earth Orbit. Because the primary purpose of a side panel is to reflect solar radiation and radiate heat generated by the onboard electronics, your design should take no more than 20 percent of the overall white space below so functionality isn’t compromised. A line drawing or stylized quote are recommended. Some examples of past designs can be found on Planet’s website, www.planet.com.

Print this page on 11x17 inch paper (at 100%). Be sure to draw with dark, thick lines so your design comes out crisp. A black and white print is okay.